The creation of datasets that are findable, accessible, interoperable and reproducible (the FAIR standard) requires that data provenance be maintained 1 . Provenance is particularly important for microscopy data, whose interpretation is dependent on the biological context (e.g. cell state) and detection reagent (e.g. antibody.) This paper describes a new software tool, OMERO.forms, that extends the OMERO microscopy data management system 2 to simplify and enhance metadata entry and provenance tracking.
in a collaborative system in which multiple individuals are involved in data collection, curation and analysis. Increasing adoption of management software for microscopy data and metadata presents an opportunity to develop new software for tracking data provenance. OMERO 2 is the preeminent software system for managing microscopy data and metadata. OMERO is comprised of a repository server, an Application Programming Interface (API) and two standard clients: the OMERO.insight client is desktop based and OMERO.web is browser-based. The repository stores and organises image data and metadata on a remote server. The API enables interaction with all features of the repository, including: importing data, adding/querying/searching metadata and retrieving specific images and image planes (in the case of multi-dimensional images). However, even with within the context of a formal informatics system such as OMERO, managing metadata from microscopy experiments is challenging. 3 Across an experiment, some metadata is relatively homogenous (e.g. instrument properties) but biological conditions or antibody identity often vary from one experiment to the next. This heterogeneous metadata must also be recorded, verified to be valid and ideally have its provenance tracked.
It is infeasible for OMERO to provide a pre-specified schema for every type of experimental metadata.
Instead, OMERO has general purpose mechanisms for attaching metadata to an imaging collection object, 4 a specific collection of data arising from an experiment, multi-experiment project or high content screen. One of the most useful metadata association mechanisms in OMERO is map annotation. Map annotations are key-value pairs: an identifier for the item of data (the key) and the actual value of the data (the value). Map annotations are flexible and can be used to store a wide range of metadata.
OMERO APIs and clients can programmatically add and read annotations for a given object allowing annotations to be used to mark-up figures, convey key information to other investigators, and utilised by data analysis pipelines.
Although map annotations are potentially powerful, allowing unrestricted annotation of objects with them runs the very considerable risk of mistyped terms and omissions caused by human error.
Information in map annotations is not checked for consistency against a schema, a formal model of metadata structure. For example, there is no mechanism for mandating the presence of a particular key, such as cell type, or ensuring that a value that is entered conforms to a particular type (number, text string etc.) or a constrained vocabulary (hence a proliferation in controlled metadata of nominally identical names such as SK-BR-3, SKBR3 etc.). OMERO.forms software addresses these issues directly.
OMERO.forms is an extension of OMERO.web that enhances metadata input and records data provenance. OMERO.forms exploits the fact that, while is it unrealistic for experimental metadata to be homogenised so that it fits a fixed schema across an entire research organization or field of science, it is usually the case that a specific set of experiments have similar metadata requirements. In OMERO.forms, experiment-specific information is entered through reusable, but customisable HTML forms that make sure that information entered conforms to the specified form design. A form provides users with a context for a particular class of metadata input and is used to render requirements on that metadata in an accessible way, such as presenting standardized vocabularies as a dropdown selection.
Both information submitted by a user and the form design itself (including its formal schema) are stored within OMERO in an immutable metadata store to ensure the integrity of data provenance. There is no limit to the number of new or updated form submissions that can be made. Thus, OMERO.forms combines the advantages of flexible map annotations with the constraints of formalized data schemas.
New forms are created using a web-based client in OMERO.forms and are associated with one or more types (e.g. dataset or high content screen) of imaging collection object. As forms are being created, the design is rendered live in HTML and can be tested by entering and validating exemplar metadata.
Forms designed and presented with OMERO.forms have the capability to restrict a field to a certain type of metadata (string, number, boolean, etc.) or a controlled vocabulary (e.g. Male/Female). These fields can be a single value or a list of values of the specified type or vocabulary. Fields can optionally be made mandatory. Forms can also be designed with help text to guide user input and provides feedback on input that does not validate against the form design. The feedback is visualized in the context of the field or fields in which the validation failed. Form designs are stored as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) conforming to JSON Schema . 5 The JSON Schema conformance is what allows OMERO.forms to validate information entered into the form against the form's schema (i.e. the form design) and to render the JSON designed form into an HTML form for display. A form is used throughout the course of a particular study to manage metadata entry and maintain provenance; as many different form schemas as are needed can be created for the types of experiments being conducted. The web application has an interface to allow OMERO group owners to assign forms of interest to the specific groups for which they are relevant. This is useful in systems with many forms as it ensures that users are only presented with forms that are applicable to them.
A key feature of OMERO.forms is that it presents metadata in an intelligible form and also records the entire provenance of that metadata, including initial user input and any revisions. When viewing, or editing a form for which data has previously been entered, the most recent data is preloaded into the form for reference. Every form version ever submitted is retained by the system and information submitted through a form is associated with the specific version of the form that was used to enter it. This is important because metadata is often uninterpretable when divorced from the context in which it was collected. An interface for viewing the full provenance of a form is available (Fig. 1a ): all previous metadata submissions for a specific form are presented as a list along with a time of creation timestamp, username of the editor and any change messages (descriptions of the changes made)
submitted. Clicking on any of these entries renders the metadata in the context of the form in which it was originally entered. Moreover, when new information is submitted to a field in in OMERO.forms, the metadata is stored as a JSON encoded string to a metadata store that is not accessible (and thus not changeable) to regular OMERO users. The submission is stored in the context of the imaging collection object and form for which it was submitted. Previous metadata submissions are not overwritten and the chronology of these represents the history of that form metadata. In addition to the immutable store, metadata is encoded as map annotations (Fig. 1b ) on the relevant imaging collection object. No special knowledge of OMERO.forms is required for other software to make use of this annotation since annotating an imaging collection object is a standard functionality of the core OMERO system itself. Fig. 1a The history viewer in OMERO.forms. Shows the information from every submission ever made for the given form and imaging collection object rendered in the context of the form version for which it was submitted.
Figure Legends

Fig. 1b
The default OMERO visualization of a map annotation showing key-value pairs. This is attached directly to the imaging collection object on form submission to allow OMERO and any OMERO compatible software to access it without explicit knowledge of OMERO.forms. Supplementary Fig. 1a OMERO.forms designer configuration of a form detailing the imaging collection object types it is applicable to, a name and an opportunity to enter a message describing what changes have been made to the form in the current update.
